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Vikan Transport System®
Professional cleaning implements
for commercial transport

The Vikan Transport system ® ensures that you get all the help
you need. More than 50 implements to choose from and you will
be impressed with the quality.
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526952

475552

A short, effective
all-round brush, gives
excellent cleaning results
due to the density of
flagged filaments. The
rubber edging reduces
damage to surfaces.

310652, 310852

311552, 311752

A solid brush which is
equally suited for vehicle
interiors and garages.
Designed to remove wet
and oily dirt. The brush is
available in 30 or 40 cm
sizes.

522752

525252

525352

Wipe-N-Shine. An
efficient way of removing
water and calcium spots
from the car’s paintwork.
Gentle on paintwork and
windows. Fits all Vikan
handles.

537252-120
537252-80
535252-1500

561552

293752 Aluminium handle with
ergonomic grip, 1540 mm
299152 Aluminium waterfed handle,
1540 mm
299152Q Aluminium waterfed handle
with quick coupling, 1540 mm
299252 Aluminium waterfed handle,
1020 mm
299252Q Aluminium waterfed handle
with quick coupling, 1020 mm
299752 Aluminium waterfed handle,
1900 mm
299752Q Aluminium waterfed handle
with quick coupling, 1900 mm

297552 Telescopic handle
1630-2750 mm

Durable, low pressure
water gun, can deliver
max 25 bar. The trigger
can adjust the pressure
of the spray. Max temperature 80 C/176 F.

Different couplings B
avialable: B
070052 tap coupling,
070152, 071352 and
071652 hose couplings,
070652 hose coupling
with auto. water stop,
070752 gardena adaptor,
071252 and 071552 for
water gun.

292513552
Wooden handle, black, 1350 mm
292515552
Wooden handle, black, 1550 mm

297352 Telescopic waterfed handle,
1600-2900 mm
297352Q Telescopic waterfed handle
with quick coupling, 1590-2880 mm

071152

The tube cleaner with its
1.5 m flexible handle is
perfect for cleaning long
curved tubes.

Plastic shovel, 98 cm
long. The shovel is
made of plastic and is
therefore ideal for use
in connection with
transporting
dangerous goods
by road.

Campaign box; VTS
textiles. Contains 1
universal cloth, 1 lustre
cloth and 1 spray bottle
for water.

292513552
292515552

A quick and simple
device for easy removal
of insects from wind
screens. The swivelhead
pad holder and nonscratch pad dramatically
reduce cleaning time and
protect against windscreen scratching.

293752

550052, 552552

299152
299152Q

520052

The ice scraper/snow
brush removes snow and
ice even in the coldest
conditions.

This large wheel cleaning
brush with its angled soft
and split filaments cleans
wheels, tanks and under
carriages of commercial
vehicles. It is designed to
fit all VTS handles.

299252
299252Q

521552

545252

Rim cleaner with nylon
scouring bristles. Cleans
aluminium rims efficiently
and safely.

556052: 7-piece
brush set. 556152:
5-piece brush set.
556252: A pair of small
brushes for minor
damages to the laguer.
556352: 3-piece brush
set. 556452: A pair of
long handled detail
work brushes.

A sturdy nail brush for
workshop use.
Complete with hole for
easy securing at a sink.

Snow brush. For brushing
away loose snow.

525152

299752
299752Q

644052

This slimline hand brush
removes all dust and
loose dirt. Designed for
use with the metal dustpan which withstands
hot ash.

297352
297352Q

This complete windscreen
cleaning tool combines
sponge and scraper for
total insect removal. Ideal
for use in petrol stations.

521152

Indispensable for long
distance drivers, this
effective upholstery
brush cleans coach seats
and driver’s cabins. The
handle is shaped to the
contours of the hand for
quick and comfortable
cleaning.

This versatile, compact,
retractable soft brush will
remove dust and small,
dry dirt particles from vehicle dashboards, switches,
dials and air vents. Can
also be used for cleaning
onboard systems such as
laptop keyboards.

707752 - 25 cm
707852 - 35 cm
707952 - 45 cm

A telescopic handled
windscreen cleaner
which quickly cleans
insects from buses
and trucks. The handle
extends to 1.25 m.

709052

The Cleaning sponge
with microfibre is ideal for
cleaning vehicles - either
for external or internal
use. Can be used wet,
damp or dry on nearly
all washable surfaces.
Effective for applying and
removing wax polish.

450052

450252
558552

297552

473952

709252

The Lustre cloth is ideal
for cleaning glass, windows, mirrors and other
smooth surfaces. Does
not require any cleaning
agents - just spray with
water and wipe clean.
Polishes without leaving
any fibres or stripes.

299552Q

525052

Practical wall bracket large and small brushes,
handles, etc. hang
securely on this multiple
wall bracket. Constructed
on the lego principle.

631552

A long handled
multi purpose brush
for vehicle washing.
Ideal for use in
petrol stations.

Soft rim brush with
natural filaments. Cleans
safely aluminium rims
and is very gentle to
crome-plated rims. The
filaments will cause a
minimum of splashes of
water during use.

061552

High/low brush. The
brushes angled shape
means that the bristles
are constantly in touch
with the surface. The
rubber edging reduces
damage to surfaces.

297152
297152Q

473752 - 500 mm handle
473352 - 700 mm handle
473552 - 1.000 mm handle

525452

522252

A special rim brush
made of rubber covered
wire (to protect the rim
from scratches) allows
intricate cleaning of
otherwise unreachable
parts narrow at the top
and wide at the bottom.
535252-300 - Handle
537252-80 - Pipe brush
Flexible rim brush.
Consits of two parts; a
twisted rim brush with
polyester filaments and a
handle in stainless steel
covered with protective
plastic coating.

709152

An exceptional vehicle
hand brush with water
channel and special VTS
filaments. Perfect for
washing cars and light
vehicles. Has a gardena
hose connector.

The ultimate ergonomic
hand brush for vehicle
cleaning which combines handgrip, angled
filaments and a rubber
edged nose to protect
vehicles paintwork.

524752

A long and effective all
surface wash brush, offers increased productivity over larger areas. The
rubber edging reduces
damage to surfaces.

The Lustre cloth is ideal
for cleaning glass, windows, mirrors and other
smooth surfaces. Does
not require any cleaning
agents - just spray the
selected surface with
water and wipe clean.

This highly effective
squeegee has an oil
resistant rubber and
removes all excess
floor liquids. Available
in two lengths of
40 cm and 60 cm.

524652

A short handled hand
brush. Suitable for light
vehicle cleaning.

475752

The easily adjustable
brush head and the
angled filaments ensure
effective cleaning in awkward to reach areas. The
rubber edging reduces
damage to surfaces.

708852-40
708852-60

A general purpose
broom for dry, wet and
oily areas. Available in
a choice of 40 or 63 cm
sizes, the broom fits on
all handles.

Multi-purpose brush with
rubber edge to reduce
damage to surfaces.
Good for small cleaning
tasks and for cleaning
wheel rims.

526852

An effective all surface
brush, gives excellent
cleaning results due to
the density of flagged
filaments. The rubber
edging reduces damage
to surfaces.

070752

070652

070152

071352

071652

071552

071252

070052

299552Q Aluminium waterfed handle
with on/off grip, 1630 mm
297152 Telescopic waterfed handle,
1000-1600mm
297152Q Telescopic waterfed handle
with quick coupling, 1000-1600mm
Ergonomically designed and manufactured by one of Europe’s leading
ergotherapists, handles which are rigidly
constructed to an ideal weight, combine
an optimum diameter with a profiled
gripping surface to considerably reduce
strain on the wrists and hands.

